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THE ETHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF RELIGION  
IN HUNGARY
Religion research in Hungary has four separate, but complementary, areas which 
converge in certain authors: 1) the research of proto-religion or mythology which 
involves efforts to reconstruct the pre-Christian religion of the Magyars; 2) the 
research of folk beliefs which focuses on the synchronic and diachronic aspects of 
(not only religious) beliefs; 3) the comparative study of religion, which appeared 
in Hungary as late as the second half of the 20th century (after some preliminar-
ies in the 19th), takes a phenomenological approach to religious phenomena and 
endeavours to integrate religious studies (history of religion,  sociology of reli-
gion, psychology of religion, religious ethnology, etc.); 4) the ethnology of religion 
which seeks to record and interpret Hungarian lay Christian religiousness from 
an ethnological, folkloristic, cultural and historical-anthropological  viewpoint.
Religion/religiousness manifests itself in the region—i.e. ‘historic’ (pre-1920) 
and present-day Hungary—primarily in the form of Christianity. Consequently, 
the present outline of the history of the discipline and its research will concern 
itself principally with the ethnological, folkloristic and anthropological aspects 
of Christian folk religion and religiousness—specifically, the lay forms of West-
ern Christianity—but also the research of interconfessional relations and inter-
ferences (Orthodoxy, Islam, Judaism, Oriental religions and new religious phe-
nomena). This paper presents the history of the ethnological research of religion, 
highlighting the changes of approaches and theory, and the work and results of 
the most prominent scholars in the field.
The first scholarly summary of Hungarian folk (= peasant) culture, the four-
volume1 A magyarság néprajza [The Ethnology of the Hungarians], devotes a chap-
ter entitled Body of beliefs, in the folkloristics (understood to include folk poetry, 
customs, beliefs, folk art) section, to folk religion. In separate subchapters, Body 
of beliefs encompasses Superstitious beliefs and practices,2 Ancient Magyar beliefs3 
and Christian elements in Hungarian folk religion. The latter is a mere three pages 
long.4 Unlike the other chapters, instead of giving a positivistic description of the 
phenomena in this field, it expresses an attitudinal stance and concisely charts a 
1  This comprehensive work saw three editions: the first in 1933–1937; the second and third, more 
or less unabridged but more copiously illustrated, in 1941–1943. Volumes I and II: A magyarság 
tárgyi néprajza [The material ethnology of the Hungarians]; volumes III and IV: A magyarság szel-
lemi néprajza [The spiritual ethnology of the Hungarians]. Cf.  Bátky—Györffy—Viski 1933–1937. 
Volume IV came out in 1937!
2  Author: Sándor Solymossy, in: Bátky—Györffy—Viski 1933–1937, 342–401.
3  Author: Sándor Solymossy, in: Bátky—Györffy—Viski 1933–1937, 402–449.
4  Schwartz 1933–1937.
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pertinent course of research. Written by Elemér Schwartz, this summary states 
that ‘modern ethnology seeks in religious folk traditions not only primitive man’s 
system of thoughts and its natural course of development, but also the elements 
of high culture—in this case, Christian principles—inherent in these traditions. 
[...] Generally speaking, then, Hungarian folk religion, and more specifically the 
religion of the Hungarian peasantry, too, consists of elements inherited from 
both the primitive and the high-cultural (the Church) levels, which jointly con-
stitute the Hungarian people’s participation in the supernatural world-order.’5 
Schwartz expresses his hope that the aspects he mentions would have been con-
sidered when the Body of beliefs chapter appeared as a separate volume.6 Even if 
we add to the equation the ten-page description of the rites and ceremonies of 
religious life in the sizeable chapter of Customs, still we learn nothing about (lay 
Christian) religiousness. Elemér Schwartz’s viewpoint is essentially an adapta-
tion of Naumann’s gesunkenes Kulturgut.
The authors of the eight-volume A magyar néprajz [Hungarian Ethnology] 
(1990) pass under review folk religiousness in greater detail and on a denomi-
national basis (albeit not in a separate volume); however, they fail to formulate 
their attitudinal and theoretical standpoint.7 Nevertheless, there is a huge differ-
ence between the two works. In the 1930s (Christian) religiousness was perceived 
as part of the body of folk beliefs, whereas fifty years later religiousness was 
lumped under the same heading as rites, customs and folk beliefs, but discussed 
separately.
The difference between the two comprehensive ethnological books clearly 
reveals the quantitative and attitudinal changes that occurred in the 20th century 
in the research of religious life. The present summary overview presents a his-
tory of the research in Hungary. Let us first see the boundaries that delineate the 
research area of lay Christian religiousness.
Preliminaries and parallel research areas
1.  Exploring and reconstructing the mythology and the ancient Hungarian (proto-)religion
Interest in religion in Hungary first took form in the reconstruction of ancient, 
pre-Christian Hungarian mythology—much the same way as elsewhere in 
Europe. That roughly coincided with the discovery of Hungarian folk poetry at 
the turn of the 19th century and early on in the century, during the Romantic era. 
The Kisfaludy Society, which researched and published folk poetry among oth-
ers, issued a call for papers on the subject of ‘The religious faith and rites of the 
Magyars’ which encouraged the Roman Catholic priest Arnold Ipolyi (1823–1886) 
5  Schwartz 1933–1937, 450–451.
6  Schwartz 1933–1937, 452.
7  Bárth 1990, 331–424.; Bartha 1990, 425–442; Kósa 1990, 443–481; Szigeti 1990, 482–497.
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to write his Magyar Mythologia8 which was to become a landmark piece of writ-
ing in Hungarian proto-religion and folk belief research.9 He fashioned it after 
Jakob Grimm’s Deutsche Mythologie,10 but was well acquainted with other similar 
European works.11 One of Arnold Ipolyi’s chief merits is that in his reconstruc-
tion he drew not only on the historical sources, but also on living folk beliefs 
and the peasantry’s oral traditions. Magyar Mythologia is a seminal work in com-
parative Hungarian folkloristics,12 and at the same time, in comparative mythol-
ogy research.13 Ipolyi’s mythology to this day remains the ultimate source of the 
comparative-historical research of religious phenomena. By the turn of the 20th 
century the demand for reconstructing the mythology waned.14 Lajos Katona, the 
most learned folklorist at the turn of the 20th century, reviewed and revealed the 
limitations of the research. He was opposed to the use of the term ‘mythology’ in 
this context and preferred to speak of the ‘beliefs of pagan Magyars’.15
One of the most important things this research trend established was that the 
ancient Magyar proto-religion must have closely resembled the religion of the 
peoples the Magyars came into contact or lived together with prior to their settle-
ment in the Carpathian Basin—which was some form of shamanism. The Magyar 
equivalent of the East European and Central Asian Finno-Ugrian and Turkic peo-
ples’ shaman was the táltos. That is a generally accepted fact in Hungarian folk-
loristics. From the turn of the 20th century onwards the most vigorous trend in 
Hungarian religion research concentrated its efforts on the táltos-shaman which 
somewhat eclipsed the other features of this system of beliefs.
Lajos Kálmány (1852–1919),16 an important scholar at the turn of the 20th cen-
tury, redressed the balance to some extent. His researches focused on some of 
the auxiliary topics, such as living traditions and practices. He was active in the 
southern villages of the Great Plain where he worked as a priest. His writings on 
beliefs include the description of a female deity17, the survival of cosmological 
lore18 and various subordinate ghosts19, and a study of the memory of the ancient 
Magyar shaman in folk tradition.20
Towards the end of his life, Géza Róheim (1891–1955) came back with great 
energy to one of his favourite topics, the questions of the ancient Magyar system 
  8  Ipolyi, 1854  
  9  Pócs 1990, 503.
10  Deutsche Mythologie, 1835.
11  Hoppál 1987, 24–26. Apropos of Ipolyi’s work, Hoppál also mentions the works of Friedrich 
 Creuzer (1771–1858), Vuk Stefanović Karadžić (1787–1864), Ignac Jan Hanuš (1812–1869) and 
 others. 
12  Hoppál 1987, 28.
13  Hoppál 1987, 31. We cannot mention any other Hungarian mythology research scholars. Two 
comprehensive works in the field, however, include Katona 1897 and Diószegi 1971.
14  Kandra 1899.
15  Katona 1896; Ákos Szendrey 1948, 15.
16  For a summary of his scholarly work see Szendrey 1948, 14–15; and Péter 1952.
17  Kálmány 1885
18  Kálmány 1887, 1891 and 1893a.
19  Kálmány 1983b and 1895.
20  Kálmány 1917.
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of beliefs. He published Hungarian and Vogul Mythology21 which is essentially a 
collection of his earlier articles in English translation.
Vilmos Diószegi (1923–1972) devoted his entire work to the study of ancient 
Hungarian beliefs and the research of living beliefs. An internationally acclaimed 
ethnographer and Orientalist, Diószegi was an authority on the beliefs of the 
Hungarian and Siberian peoples, the historical layers of Hungarian folk beliefs 
and shamanism.22 He developed a unique method for research on the táltos in 
Hungarian folk belief called the method for detecting genetic ethnical specifics. The 
method has since been strongly criticised by scholars; however, it has to be said 
for Diószegi that he did develop a coherent approach and method for analysing 
historical and recent data.23 Using this method he sought to single out from the 
living beliefs of the first half of the 20th century the purportedly preserved ele-
ments of shamanism to reconstruct from them the Magyars’ proto-religion. His 
conclusion that the ancient Magyar system of beliefs was a kind of local variety of 
shamanism has not, in my view, been plainly refuted by later research. His classi-
fication of certain phenomena (ecstasy, medium) as being specifically Hungarian 
ethnic features has since been rectified.24 Analysing Hungarian religious vocabu-
lary, Lajos Vargyas came to the conclusion that the religion of the Magyars at the 
time they settled in the Carpathian Basin (9th–10th centuries) was a far cry from 
shamanism. The Hungarian vocabulary reflecting a high morality and related to 
Christianity (Isten ‘God’, bűn ‘sin’, bocsát ‘forgive’, etc.) attest to this.25
2. The research of folk beliefs is closely connected to the research of proto-religion 
in that living peasant religious traditions are thought to have preserved a great 
many phenomena of autochthonous religion whose elements live on sporadi-
cally. This school of thought counts among the figures of folk belief the figures 
of Christian faith, too. However, it not only studies religious-related beliefs. The 
present summary, too, primarily refers to non-religious beliefs. This concept of 
folk belief comes through in many interpretations.
In his works Géza Róheim, who followed the psychoanalytical approach, drew 
heavily on Hungarian findings, and plentiful corresponding international mate-
rial, as well. He did not content himself with data collected from the neighbour-
ing peoples, but went further afield and included primitive peoples, too. Géza 
Róheim compared Hungarian folk beliefs with those of the neighbouring Slavic 
peoples, the Germans and Romanians.26 His well-known saying went ‘the peoples 
of Europe don’t even know how closely related they are psychologically.’ Magyar 
néphit és népszokások [Hungarian Folk Beliefs and Customs] is one of Róheim’s 
21  Róheim 1954.
22  See ‘Studies on Folk Beliefs, Rituals and Shamanism. In Commemoration of the 80th Anniversary 
of the Birth of Vilmos Diószegi’ in Acta Ethnographica Hungarica 48. (2003), 3–4. 
23  Diószegi 1959.
24  Klaniczay 1983, Pócs 1989.
25  Vargyas 1984. The results of the efforts to reconstruct Magyar mythology were summed up most 
recently by Vilmos Voigt in Voigt 2003.
26  Ákos Szendrey 1948. 20–22.
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main works.27 Typically, he begins each of his works with an erudite description 
of the subject matter by means of the Finnish geo-historical method which is fol-
lowed by a causal and psychological assessment.28 In A magyarság néprajza [The 
Ethnology of the Hungarians] Sándor Solymossy discusses the Magyars’ system 
of beliefs in the light of the contemporary German,  English and French ethnologi-
cal and anthropological literature. He gave superstition (= belief) a wide ethno-
logical interpretation, and claimed to have discerned in superstition traces of pre-
Christian religious beliefs and pre-logical thought. He was not concerned with 
giving a systematic overview of these beliefs, but revealed small mosaic pieces 
from the layers he perceived as being the most ancient, such as beliefs pertaining 
to iron, the human body and its parts, etc.29 Dating from two decades later, Ákos 
Szendrey’s summary, too, is an ethnological overview presenting the attempts at 
interpreting superstitions/beliefs. He also gave a detailed chronological account 
of the research of Hungarian folk beliefs.30
Witchcraft trials form a curious chapter in Hungarian folk belief research. The 
methodical collection and publication of this material was sparked off by a posi-
tivistic historiography of law and a demand for seeking out elements of proto-
religion.31 The data published was frequently used by scholars in the first half 
of the 20th century, such as Ákos Szendrey who, based on historical and recent 
evidence, wrote in the 1950s a comparative morphological analysis of witchcraft 
in Central Europe.32 In another great collection, Ferenc Schram examined witch-
craft trials from the perspective of superstition/beliefs.33 The historical records of 
witchcraft trials were analysed in recent decades using historical anthropological 
methods34, while collection and publication of the witchcraft trial records of the 
Carpathian Basin continued.35
Animism and the study of the world of agrarian cults represent the compara-
tive historical-ethnological branch in the research of Hungarian folk beliefs.36
Later a whole series of ‘folk-belief monographs’ came out which contained 
vital information for later ethnological research of religion. Each of these mono-
graphs focused on the body of beliefs of a single community (which was smaller 
and consequently easier to grasp). Several places in Hungary were examined in 
this survey.37 Another project, the Magyar néphit topográfia [Topography of Hun-
garian Folk Belief], involved several questionnaires which have still not been 
27  Róheim 1925.
28  Ákos Szendrey 1948, 22
29  Solymossy, undated, 342–401.
30  Ákos Szendrey 1948.
31  Komáromy 1910.
32  Ákos Szendrey 1986.
33  Schram 1983.
34  Klaniczay 1986, Kristóf 1998. The latter also gives a summary overview of the history of research 
in Hungary, Kristóf 1998, 5–11.
35  Klaniczay—Kristóf—Pócs 1989.
36  Ferenczi 1960, Ujváry 1969.
37  Pócs 1964, Fehér 1975, Gulyás 1976, Bosnyák 1977, Fejős 1985.
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processed by the research. These questionnaires enquired into beliefs in every 
aspect of life.38
3. The comparative study of religion emerged at the turn of the 20th century. It is 
primarily concerned with the classical issues of religious ethnology, such as the 
origins and development of religion, non-European (non-Christian) religions 
(monotheistic, tribal, etc.). It has recently become a focus of interest among eth-
nologists and anthropologists. Until the end of the 20th century the only way of 
talking about religion in Hungary was to adopt a Marxist approach. However, 
soon after the political changes, a department of religious studies was set up at 
the Szeged University of Sciences.39
Religious ethnology. Research of lay Christian religiousness
This area of research has four main periods. 1) Religious ethnology had its roots 
in 19th-century research on mythology and folk beliefs. 2) The inter-war decades 
saw the emergence of religious ethnology in Hungary when research perspec-
tives became firmly established. The first theoretical and comprehensive works 
and detailed studies were published then. 3) No sooner had religious ethnology 
come into its own than an anti-religious and anti-Church totalitarian commu-
nist dictatorship came to power in Hungary, allowing only a critical, Marxist 
approach to religious phenomena. 4) These inflexible research boundaries were 
broken through in the 1970s, chiefly by the work of Sándor Bálint and Zsuzsanna 
Erdélyi. Then in the 1980s, some ground-breaking non-Marxist research projects 
got off the ground and, as it transpired, they were here to stay. This process con-
tinued with undiminished energy throughout the political transformation in 
Hungary (1989–1990). In the period since 1990 religious research and religious-
ethnological research have enjoyed an unprecedented boom. Most recently, the 
comprehensive A magyar néprajz [Hungarian Ethnology] and A magyar folklór 
[Hungarian Folklore] have attempted to sum up our knowledge of ‘folk reli-
giousness’. The ethnological research of religion is currently enjoying something 
of a renaissance.
Religious ethnology in Hungary indirectly took its source from German 
research, and directly from local German philology.40 The term vallási néprajz 
‘religious ethnology’ is a loan-translation from the German ‘religiöse Volk-
skunde’ which Elemér Schwartz introduced to the Hungarian literature. (How-
ever, being a polysemous word, ‘religious’ in the context of ethnology denotes, in 
Hungarian terminology, ‘ethnology of religion’ and ‘denominational  ethnology’.) 
Schwartz regarded religious ethnology as an applied discipline, part of his job 
38  The questionnaire is available at the Institute of Ethnology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
39  http://www.rel.u-szeged.hu
40  Bartha 1980, 7.
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as a priest.41 In this respect he adhered to the German Evangelical (and in part 
Catholic) practice.42 However, a few years later he regarded it as an independ-
ent discipline.43 Eventually that was the term that came into usage, albeit there 
were other suggestions. The Hungarian research was greatly influenced by the 
 German-language literature until fairly recently. Elemér Schwartz sought to 
restrict the range of reference of the term egyházi néprajz ‘church or ecclesiastical 
ethnology’—another German loan-translation (kirchliche Volkskunde)—so that it 
applied to specific denominations. The term is still in use to a limited extent in 
Protestant circles. German research had a direct influence, too, due to the fact 
that Georg Schreiber, for example, did fieldwork in Tolna and Baranya counties 
and published the monograph Die Schwäbische Türkei44 which discusses religious 
life at some length. The German approach was imported by Eugen Bonomi, too, 
who carried out extensive research among minority Germans in Hungary and 
especially in the vicinity of Budapest, and devoted most of his productive work 
to surveying the religious life of the Schwabians in the Buda area.45
Relying on the German research, and especially Georg Scheiber and his 
school, Géza Karsai drew attention to the interdisciplinary, and consequently 
integrative, role of religious ethnology.46 He believed the object of religious eth-
nology to be ‘the survey of the manifestations of the religious folk mind, in every 
branch of material and spiritual ethnology.47 Géza Karsai was one of the founders 
of the theory and methodology of religious ethnology in Hungary.48 The classi-
cal philologist Károly Marót who also dealt with folkloristics, outlined two main 
areas of research in folk religiousness: Church-related religious expression and 
the folklore phenomena unrelated to doctrinal religions. In his research on reli-
giousness he examined the significance of magic, rites and feasts.49 Published in 
the 1930s, Zsigmond Szendrey’s writings took a folkloristic approach to religious 
phenomena. He held ethnology to be the study of ancient customs and believed 
that religious ethnology could help to eliminate from folk customs the elements 
deposited by the Church which had nothing to do with ancient customs.50 In 1948 
Ákos Szendrey reviewed the research on Hungarian folk belief and strictly sepa-
rated the study of folk belief from the study of religiousness (mythology).51
Sándor Bálint was active in religious-ethnological research in the 1930s and 
1940s. His approach and methodology brought a breath of fresh air to Hungarian 
41  Schwartz 1928.
42  Cf. Tüskés 1986, in which the author reviews the research history and most important literature 
for Germany, and France and other countries. It is worth comparing his conclusions with the con-
clusions of the relevant chapters in this book.
43  Schwartz 1933–1937, Schwartz 1934.
44  Schreiber 1939.
45  Bonomi 1933, 1936, 1939, 1940, 1941a, 1941b, 1941c, 1970 and 1971.
46  Bálint 1987, 19–21.
47  Karsai 1937, 247.
48  Bálint 1987, 19.
49  Bálint 1987, 18; Tüskés 1986, 27.
50  Tüskés 1986, 27–28.
51  Ákos Szendrey 1948.
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research. His works set the course for the canon, the programme, the interdis-
ciplinary attitude and the integrative role of religious ethnology in the mid 20th 
century. (A separate study is devoted to his work in this book.) Owing to  Sándor 
Bálint—the man and his work—Szeged became one of the major centres of reli-
gious-ethnological research in 1930s Hungary.
In the first half of the 20th century, and in the 1930s in particular, scholars pub-
lished copious collections of folk rites. These are excellent sources of folk reli-
giousness, too. They speak of the lay customs of religious feasts, and the rites 
and beliefs of religious life. A chapter in A magyarság néprajza [The Ethnology of 
the Hungarians] sums up these customs.52 Several scholars observed a close rela-
tion between religious life and folk medicine.53 The laicised customs were sur-
veyed (such as the wedding feast at Cana).54 The lay customs were documented 
in photographs in the 1940s.55 The study of calendar feasts remained for dec-
ades one of the most significant fields of folkloristic research which branched 
out into religious ethnology, too. These cannot be discussed here for want of 
space.56 Although his work will be considered in greater detail, mention must 
be made of Sándor Bálint’s seminal works, Karácsony, húsvét, pünkösd [Christ-
mas, Easter, Whitsun] and the two volumes of Ünnepi kalendárium [Feast Calen-
dar]. These works remain the most abundant sources, offering the best historical 
interpretations of religious life.57 The Katolikus Lexikon [Catholic Lexicon], whose 
publication is underway, contains many detailed entries for Roman Catholic 
lay religiousness.58 In accordance with the religious breakdown of Hungary, 
Catholic- related surveys dominate the research scene.
On the Protestant front, a great breakthrough occurred in the 1930s. Endre 
Illyés’s books on the psyche of the Calvinist peasantry, on pastoral care among 
Calvinist youths, and on church discipline are the fruit of his work as a cler-
gyman.59 Relying on these preliminaries, Béla Gunda sought to set the course 
for Calvinist, Mihály Márkus for Lutheran, religious-ethnological research.60 
Uniquely in Hungary, Protestant religious-ethnological research was institution-
alised in the 1980s. Their latest comprehensive publication gives a detailed over-
view of their research history.61 Some significant works have come out recently 
on the organisation of the Calvinist Church and community, as well as a socio-
historical survey of patronate-related issues.62




56  To mention just a few works in the field: Katona 1982, Vajkai 1942, Vajkai 1948, Schram 1968, 
Schram 1972, Dömötör 1964, Dömötör 1974, Barna 1979, Kerényi (ed) 1953, Kotics 1986, S. Lak-
kovits 2000, Tátrai 1990, Pozsony 2000.
57  Bálint 1973 and Bálint 1977.
58  Diós (ed) from 1993 onwards.
59  Illyés 1931, Illyés 1936, Illyés 1941. Cf. Vallási néprajz [Ethnology of Religion], Vol. 11.
60  Gunda 1941, Márkus 1941.
61  Kósa 1990.
62  Rácz 1997, Rácz 2002.
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The past few decades have seen an unflagging interest in the historical study 
of the lay religious life of the small Protestant churches that arose from the medi-
aeval and modern-time heretic movements. Ethnological surveys in the field 
are more recent. Several books and studies have been devoted to the situation 
of church(es), sects and small communities in 1960s Hungarian villages63 and 
1980s Hungarian society.64 The results of the study of small churches have been 
included in a recent comprehensive ethnological summary.65
In the anti-Church and anti-religious post-WWII milieu, attention shifted to 
the folkloristic aspects of religion. The reasons were chiefly ideological. Schol-
ars made the necessary adjustments and adapted to the new situation of politi-
cal pressure. Everyone, except Sándor Bálint whose work provided a stepping 
stone towards change in the 1970s. Published after the comprehensive A mag-
yarság néprajza [The Ethnology of the Hungarians] appeared as a preliminary to 
A magyar néprajz [Hungarian ethnology], the Magyar Néprajzi Lexikon [Hungar-
ian Ethnological Lexicon] provides a summary of the research and the attitudes 
of the 1970s.66 It devotes a long entry to folk religiousness. In Éva Pócs’s defi-
nition, ‘folk religiousness denotes the co-existence and common functions of the 
folk practices and consciousness of official religion, and the ideas and practices 
of different (spontaneous) origin. Many different forms of it emerged in time and 
space within the frameworks afforded by the official religions (Roman Catholic, 
Calvinist, Lutheran, Greek Orthodox, Greek Catholic, Unitarian); however, it was 
primarily the Roman Catholic faith that gave rise to the diverse forms of folk reli-
giousness.67 The rites of religious life are examined in many entries in the lexicon.
While the Szeged scholars took a largely phenomenological approach to their 
research work, several denominations came forward with their own research pro-
jects. The Ecclesiastical Ethnological Section of the Calvinist College of Doctors 
of Theology provided the framework for protestant (chiefly Calvinist) research 
which publishes its results in the Vallási néprajz [Religious Ethnology] series.68 
Their scholars include ethnologists and, principally, Calvinist clergymen. The 
Department of Ethnology at the University of Debrecen became a research centre 
for Greek Catholic religious practice. They conduct a wide range of researches, 
from everyday religiousness to religious and ethnic identity and even the use 
of space. Greek Catholic religiousness has been researched outside this univer-
sity department, with innovative topics, such as the interpretation of gestures.69 
Scholars at the Nyíregyháza College of Greek Catholic Theology tend to focus on 
their own church history.
In addition to the topics Sándor Bálint dealt with in his books, in the 1970s 
and 1980s the corpus of so-called archaic prayers held particular interest for 
63  Kardos 1969.
64  B. Bálint 1985.
65  Szigeti 1990.
66  Ortutay (ed) 1980, 731–733.
67  Pócs 1980, 731.
68  Vallási néprajz 1985 onwards.
69  Bartha 1990, Szabó 2004 (manuscript).
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ethnologists such as Zsuzsanna Erdélyi who published a number of surveys, col-
lections and analyses. Preserved by oral tradition, these prayers can be traced 
back to the Baroque era and even the Middle Ages. They attest to a powerful 
Franciscan influence, are characteristically emotional, and feature apocryphal 
endings. Many a Hungarian writer and poet drew inspiration from their poetic 
beauty and imagery. The enthusiastic reception of these prayers was one of the 
reasons why the communist dictatorship was unable to ban religious research. 
This way the archaic prayers contributed to a more institutionalised form of 
religious-ethnological research. Examining the prayers from an aesthetic, liter-
ary and theological perspective revealed an overwhelming theological influ-
ence.70 These prayers were later the source texts of communication theory-based 
analyses, too.71 Zsuzsanna Erdélyi’s work greatly influenced research efforts in 
Hungary and the neighbouring countries, too. Following in her footsteps, many 
scholars set off on collecting trips in Hungary and the Carpathian Basin72 and her 
books prompted the publication of Slovenian73 and Polish74 collections of prayers.
The miracle story was a characteristic religious genre in the late Middle Ages 
and the Baroque era. Sándor Bálint was the first to call attention to the source 
value of these works and the need to study them.75 Recorded at pilgrimage sites, 
the texts about answered prayers and miraculous recoveries can bring to light 
interesting details about early religious practice and pilgrimage. Two mediae-
val collections and a baroque-era anthology are known to have been analysed 
to date.76
Folkloristic fringe research devoted much attention in the second half of 
the 20th century to popular literature. Secular booklets had held the interest 
of researchers for some time, but now they concentrated on publications with reli-
gious themes. Several printing presses were surveyed (Vác, Eger, Pest,  Szarvas, 
Magyar óvár),77 as well as publishing houses,78 song-writers79 and publications 
on Orthodox rites80 and Hungarian-German prints, too were evaluated.81 Some 
very interesting studies have appeared focusing on the mutual influence of high 
literature and oral tradition.82 The outcome of their interaction was that on enter-
ing the oral traditions many Biblical stories evolved into new versions.83 Scholars 
70  Erdélyi 1976, 1991, 1999 and 2001.
71  Lovász 2001.




76  Fügedi 1981, Knapp 1983, Tüskés 1993.
77  Pogány 1978, Antalóczy 1986.
78  Kovács 1985.
79  Bálint 1942, Barna 1983, Barna 2001.
80  Orosz 1997, Orosz 1998.
81  Papp 2004.




drew attention to baroque-era confraternity publications and the ecclesiastical 
literary genres of the 17th and 18th centuries.84
Folkloristic studies have at all times been concerned with examining the rela-
tion between individual and community. Sándor Bálint’s work brought this issue 
to the forefront of religious-ethnological research. He adopted from folk parlance 
the word szentember ‘holy person’ to denote the leading individuals of religious 
life in a community.85 Sándor Bálint believed that ‘in classical peasant culture 
gifted individuals never went astray, because even within the limits of tradition 
and convention creativity would manifest itself vigorously and diversely, and its 
innovations would be welcomed by the community.’86 Recent research on folk 
hymns, dirges, pilgrimage songs and the people who created them (cantors, pre-
centors, pilgrimage leaders, etc.) has confirmed this view.87 The study of key indi-
viduals of religious life continued in the 1980s and 1990s, topping the ethnologi-
cal, folkloristic viewpoints with a psychological angle.88
Published in 1938, Népünk ünnepei [Hungarian Calendar Feasts], Sándor 
Bálint’s seminal essay examines, among others, the religious life of the peasant-
ry.89 In a monograph on the history of mentality, Lajos Pásztor takes a look at late 
mediaeval religious confraternities.90 These groundbreaking works, however, 
were for a long time neglected. It was not until the 1980s and 1990s that reli-
gious communities and confraternities were brought back into focus in histori-
cal, literary-historical, and religious-ethnological research.91 A number of modern 
surveys and analyses have been published about Transylvanian minority Saxon 
and  Hungarian societies and the place they occupied in religious life.92
A closer look at the breakdown of study material available on the various geo-
graphical regions of Hungary and the Carpathian Basin reveals that while we 
have abundant material from certain regions—which are better processed, too—
we hardly have anything on others. There are regional discrepancies in religious 
culture, too. For various reasons, some small regions had a really active religious 
scene. These are the so-called ecclesiastical innovation and relict areas. Study of 
the folk religiousness of the Palóc occupies an important place in the research. 
A Hungarian ethnic group with a characteristic dialect, the Palóc live in North 
Hungary. Their religious life has enjoyed much scholarly interest since the 1930s 
and almost every decade since then has seen a publication on this topic. The four-
volume Palóc monograph is an especially important work in the field.93 Although 
it does not devote a separate chapter to folk religiousness, its publication sparked 
off many related research projects. As a result, the unique and archaic land of the 
84  Knapp 2001, Tüskés—Knapp 2002.
85  Bálint 1942.
86  Bálint 1981, 54.
87  Barna 1983, Kríza 1993.
88  Grynaeus 1972, Jádi—Tüskés, Grynaeus—Sávai 1994.
89  Bálint 1938, 28–35.
90  Pásztor 1940.
91  Tüskés—Knapp 1992, Knapp 1995, Barna 1996, Barna 1998, Kubinyi 1999, Tóth 2002.
92  Pozsony 1997, Pozsony 1998.
93  Bakó 1986.
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Palóc has since become, ethnologically speaking, one of the best-mapped regions 
in Hungary. Religiousness reacts immediately and highly sensitively to the lat-
est cults and trends of consciousness. Ágnes Lengyel and Gábor Limbacher have 
published some intriguing analyses of Mary apparitions, visions, prayers and 
prayer life, religious popular literature, and the sacred objects of everyday and 
festive life.94
Physical or geographical space perceived as a sacred landscape was a concept 
that emerged in the 1930s95 and strengthened with ethnological atlas studies.96
Theoretical assessments of the sacred space were motivated by the Hungarian 
translations of Mircea Eliade’s books97 and Arnold van Gennep’s studies on the 
rites of passage.98 A detailed study presents the many aspects of the use of sacred 
space in one of the major Hungarian pilgrimage sites, Csíksomlyó.99
Related to this area of research is the study of small shrines which has chiefly 
been the speciality of Austrian and German ethnological research. Hungarian 
research in this field has not been as systematic, but we do have surveys and 
analyses on a number of villages.100 Ecclesiastical influence and patronage in the 
field of small shrines is clearly visible. The research of small shrines has been 
most successful in the minority-Hungarian areas of South Slovakia.101
The study of the images commonly used in folk religious practice began 
with research on sacred images.102 Always connected to art-historical research, 
the study of sacred images has brought to light some interesting findings for 
both disciplines.103 Iconographical studies have been published about various 
 (primarily Hungarian) saints such as Saint Stephen,104 Saint Ladislas105 and Saint 
 Elisabeth.106
Sacred imagery was for many decades considered part of interior decoration 
and material folk art, and studied accordingly, not in the context of religious prac-
tice. The 1970s saw some research on religious imagery and the sacred objects of 
interior decoration.107 Sacred objects have been examined in the context of cult 
and interior decoration, too.108 This approach is typical of the  Hungarian county 
folk art series.109 The pietàs, Madonnas and sacred glass paintings of the Kiskun-
  94  Lengyel—Limbacher 1997.
  95  Jánosi 1939, Bálint 1938.
  96  Magyarország nemzeti atlasza [National Atlas of Hungary] and Magyar néphit topográfia [Hungarian 
Folk Belief Topography].
  97  Eliade 1994–1996, Eliade 1996.
  98  Fejős 1981.
  99  Mohay 1998.
100  Tüskés 1980, L. Imre 1995, Limbacher 1995, Józsa 1999.
101  Liszka 1995.
102  Bálint 1944.




107  Varga 1974, Csilléry 1991.
108  Barna 1987, Barna 1994, Pozsony 1997.
109  Megyék népművészete [Folk art of the counties]
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ság region in the Great Plain bear a remarkable resemblance to the sacred plas-
tic works found in North-West Hungary (today’s West Slovakia).110 The study of 
images has greatly strengthened in religious ethnology in the past two decades. 
Scholars have brought out works on baroque sacred images, small graphic works 
depicting pilgrimage sites, illustrations in baroque miracle books, and monas-
tery art.111 Recently several groups of objects in folk and popular art have been 
studied, such as lithographs.112 Research has drawn attention to a printing press’s 
sample book which contained flyleaf pictures and illustrations from religious 
booklets.113
The study of votive pictures began in the past few decades. Between 1996 and 
2000 scholars inventoried the votive pictures and objects preserved at the pil-
grimage site of Maria Radna in the Banat area of Romania.114 Additionally, they 
examined the role of images in religious life and discussed the mentality captured 
by the visual imagery and the inter-ethnic relations of this multiethnic and multi-
denominational region.115 A university thesis was written on changes in religious-
ness among the Banat Schwabs who emigrated from Romania to  Germany.116
The study of pilgrimage in particular can help our better understanding of the 
sacralisation of space and the role of sacred images in worship. This has been a 
favourite theme in religious-ethnological research in the past fifty years, and still 
is.117 Long-distance pilgrimages or treks to nearby holy places feature practically 
every manifestation of religiousness in condensed form. Hungarian research has 
given historical, ethnological and historical-anthropological analyses of them 
since the 1930s. The most material is available on the pilgrimages of the late Mid-
dle Ages,118 the Aachen pilgrimages,119 the peasant and aristocratic pilgrimages 
of the early modern age,120 and more recently the past and present of Mariazell 
pilgrimages.121 A comprehensive cultural-historical summary of the history and 
ethnology of Hungarian pilgrimages can chart the course for further research.122
As regards non-Christian religiousness, the research has so far been con-
cerned only with the Jewry. Jewish ethnology and folkloristics, and the com-
parative study of religion have assumed an important role in the research since 
the latter half of the 19th century. The most acclaimed scholars in the field of 
110  Barna 1993, Sümegi 2000, Kovačevičova—Schreiber 1971, Pišutová 1969–1979, Szacsvay 1996.
111  Szilárdfy 1984, 1994, 1997; Lengyel 1987, Szilárdfy—Tüskés—Knapp 1987, Tüskés—Knapp 1989, 
Szilárdfy 2003.
112  Verebélyi 1993, Verebélyi 2002, Nagy 1934.
113  Helle 1996.
114  Barna (ed) 2002.
115  Hannonen—Lönnqvist—Barna (eds) 2001.
116  Erzsébet Arnold: A Bánságtól Németországig: a vallási élet változásai a bánsági németek körében [From 
the Banat to Germany: the Changes of Religious Life Among the Banat Germans] Szeged, 2002. 
Manuscript.
117  See bibliography in Bálint—Barna 1994.
118  Pásztor 1940, Bálint 1971, Csukovits 2003.
119  Thoemmes 1937, Bálint—Barna 1994.
120  Tüskés 1993, Galavics 1992.
121  Brunner et al 2003.
122  Bálint—Barna 1994.
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Jewish folklore were Ignác Goldziher (1850–1921), Immánuel Löw (1854–1944) 
and  Sándor Scheiber (1913–1985).123 The 1980s saw extensive research in the field 
of Jewish folklore and religiousness124 which continues in our day.125
Due to the fact that for a long time religion permeated every aspect of human 
life, religious ethnology emerged peripherally, integrating the outlook and 
methodology of more than one discipline. Art history is one such discipline, 
and  mention should be made of religious folk songs/hymns, the research of 
which goes back a few decades only and has yet a lot to bring to light. While the 
 Gregorian influence on folk hymns is fairly well mapped, very little is known of 
trends and periods in folk hymns of the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. The printed 
or manuscript song books (with or without music) of the past centuries await to 
be surveyed, as does their role and effect on orally transmitted folk songs. Only 
a few functional and thematic groups of sacred folk songs have been examined 
by the research, such as funeral hymns,126 laments,127 Mary songs and Christmas 
songs/carols.128 Scholars have analysed the lyrics and assessed the activity of cer-
tain song writers.129 The thematic mapping of Hungary’s regions is well under 
way. The most researched areas in terms of folk music are the Bačka and Banat 
regions of today’s Serbia.130 The literature on Hungary’s vast folk music heritage 
cannot be discussed here for want of space.
In 1992 the Department of Ethnology at Szeged University launched a series 
of biannual conferences on various topics in religious ethnography. The confer-
ence proceedings have been, or are about to be, published. The conference topics 
have been the following: 1) holy persons, leading individuals and eminent fig-
ures of religious life; 2) the worship of Mary in Hungary and Central Europe; 3) 
the worship of saints in Hungary and Central Europe, the worship of  Hungarian 
saints; 4) the worship of the Holy Trinity; 5) time and memory; 6) picture, image, 
cult. The 2004 conference will be entitled ‘Rite and memory’.131 In the late 1990s 
the Institute of Ethnology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences launched 
a conference series on the interdisciplinary approach to religious-ethnological 
concepts. The conferences to date—1) Ecstasy, dream, vision; 2) Soul, death, the 
other world; 3) microcosm/macrocosm—have provided a real opportunity for 
interdisciplinary exchange.132
Present-day research focuses on pilgrimage, religious confraternities, 
sacred images, religion and identity. In addition to conference proceedings the 
123  Scheiber 1974, 1984.
124  Kríza (ed) 1990.
125  Cf. the research projects of Norbert Gleszer (Szeged) on the custom of kvitli (a slip of paper with 
good wishes or prayers posted on a tzaddik’s the grave) among the Hasidic Jews. 
126  Bartha 1995., Kríza 1993.
127  Dobszay 1983.
128  Volly 1982.
129  Bálint 1942, Bálint 1981, Barna 2001.
130  Üzenet vagy Életünk, Kónya
131  The conference proceedings were published in the Szegedi Vallási Néprajzi Könyvtár/Bibliotheca 
Religionis Popularis Szegediensis [Szeged Religious Ethnology Library] series. Cf. Appendices.
132  Pócs 1998, 2001, 2002.
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Department of Ethnology at Szeged University publishes a series called Szegedi 
Vallási Néprajzi Könyvtár/Bibliotheca Religionis Popularis Szegediensis [Szeged Reli-
gious Ethnology Library] which has included conference proceedings and the-
matic monographs.133 This publication was a sequel to the Szegedi Vallási Néprajzi 
Konferenciák [Szeged Conferences on Religious Ethnology], launched in 1992.134
Hungarian religious-ethnological research  
in the neighbouring countries
Historical changes created a unique situation in Hungary’s neighbouring coun-
tries. After the dismemberment of the country by the Treaty of Trianon in 1920, 
the Hungarians living in the neighbouring countries continued to maintain ties 
with the mother country. During the periods of boom in ethnological research, in 
the 1940s and in the 1970s, surveys were conducted among the Catholic Székely 
(Szekler) Hungarians in Transylvania. At the turn of the 1940s László Székely’s 
research was influenced by several of Sándor Bálint’s works.135 The recently pub-
lished book containing his posthumous papers is a comprehensive summary of 
his previous works.136 Research in Transylvania practically ceased to exist until 
1990. Following the Romanian revolution, however, the newly-founded Hun-
garian scholarly establishments—such as the János Kriza Ethnological Society 
and the Department of Hungarian Ethnology that was set up at the Babes-Bolyai 
 University—brought an upswing in religious ethnology, too. 
Surveys conducted among the Csángó (minority Catholic Hungarians in 
 Moldavia, the easternmost Hungarian-language area) are particularly significant. 
This ethnic group is subjected to strong Romanian assimilation. Their language 
and culture preserves many archaic elements. Research has chiefly focused on 
the survey and analysis of archaic Csángó prayers and the lay religious customs 
of church feasts.137 Imported via Hungarian scholars, many European research 
themes were introduced to Transylvania, too. Some significant research projects 
have been carried out with the participation of college students (e.g. the erection 
of ‘holy graves’ and related customs).138 Monographs were published on feast 
customs among the German (Saxon) and Hungarian minorities and on mutual 
Saxon-Hungarian influences.139 A comprehensive summary has been published 
about the body of myths concerning the creation of the world and the celestial 
bodies in Transylvania and Moldavia.140
133  Bibliotheca Religionis Popularis Szegediensis, 1998 onwards.
134  Szegedi vallási néprajzi konferenciák [Szeged Conferences on Religious Ethnology] 1992 onwards.
135  Székely 1936, 1943a, 1943b.
136  Székely, undated (1995).
137  Tánczos 1995, Tánczos 1999, Pozsony 2000.
138  Pozsony 2000.
139  Pozsony 1997, Pozsony 1998.
140  Zsigmond 1999.
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There was a similar upsurge of research interest in minority Hungarians 
living in the Bačka and Banat regions in the former Yugoslavia. The Lajos Kiss 
 Hungarian Ethnological Society of Vojvodina has conducted religious-ethno-
logical research there since the 1990s. They have organised thematic religious- 
ethnological conferences on the worship of saints, sacred folk songs, pilgrim-
ages and the religious confraternities whose proceedings have been published 
in journals and books.141 Again, the most significant research results include the 
classification and linguistic analyses of archaic prayers.142 Research projects have 
been launched to explore holy sites, pilgrimage, small shrines and sacred folk 
songs, too.143
The Slovakian Hungarian Ethnological Society was the first of its kind among 
minority Hungarians in Slovakia. Today, religious-ethnological research is co-
ordinated by the Ethnological Centre within the Forum Institute for Social 
 Studies. In recent years their attention has turned towards worship of saints, feast 
customs and small sacred monuments.144
There is no organised religious-ethnological research in the Sub-Carpathian 
region in the Ukraine. However, some local and Hungarian scholars have pub-
lished some key works here.145
The sources
As in any discipline, the study of sources is a key issue in religious ethnology. 
The sources need to be explored and made publicly available for basic research. 
The sources for the Middle Ages and the early modern times in particular cur-
rently leave a lot to be desired in terms of exploration and availability.
The study of sources involves the exploration and publication of the historical 
and present-day sources (written and oral) pertaining to religious practice (e.g. 
inventories of fonds in ecclesiastical archives,146 Catholic and Calvinist canonical 
visitation reports,147 the records of religious confraternities,148 etc.), and to various 
other objects and images.149 Published in Szeged, the Devotio Hungarorum series is 
devoted to the publication of every kind of source material. The issues that have 
appeared in the series to date have dealt with small sacred images, but foremost 
with the verbal sources (written and printed material originating from the oral 
141  Thematic issues of Létünk [Our life]: 1995 (worship of saints), 1998 (sacred folk songs and sing-
ers), 1999 (pilgrimage); special issues of Üzenet [Message]: 1997 (religious confraternities).
142  Silling 1995.
143  Beszédes 2000, Beszédes 2001, Kónya 2004, Csúszó 2003.
144  Marczell 1997, Liszka 1995.
145  Cf. Vallási néprajz [Religious ethnology] Vol. 9.; Cf note 148.
146  N. Szelestei 1979–1993, Balázs (ed) 1976–1986.
147  Szántó—Zombori (eds) 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, Tomisa 1992, Kovács 1997, Csáki— Gazda Szőcs 
2001.
148  Barna 1996, 1998 and 2002.
149  Szilárdfy 1994, Szilárdfy 1997, Tomisa 1998.
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tradition), as well as religious confraternity reports, notes by ‘holy persons’—
each with a bilingual introduction. The publication of the first written devotions 
from Hungary—the visitors’ book of the Máriakálnok pilgrimage site—was 
something of a novelty.150
One of the most significant source research projects to date was conducted 
by the Ecclesiastical Ethnological Section of the Calvinist College of Doctors of 
Theology. They inventoried the treasures—liturgical vessels and textiles—of the 
Calvinist Church in the diocese of Baranya annexed to Croatia, in some dioceses 
of Transylvania and in Sub-Carpathia and brought out a catalogue richly illus-
trated with photographs.151 Few such large-scale projects have ever been carried 
out in Hungary.
Medals and badges—chiefly related to pilgrimages, the worship of saints, and 
religious confraternity life—form a rather special source category. Published in 
1885, the first Hungarian study of numismatic sources was to become an essential 
source of comparison and reference for German scholars, too.152 Later on, how-
ever, interest in medals and badges flagged somewhat. Very few studies were 
published in the first half of the 20th century on medals from Hungarian pilgrim-
age sites or related to the worship of saints.153 Only recently has the Benedictine 
Leó Kuncze’s rich collection of ecclesiastical medals been published,154 as well as 
a special collection of medals of Saint Benedict.155
Mention must be made of the ecclesiastical objects collected by museums. 
The Museum of Ethnography in Budapest boasts a rich collection.156 In 1980 
Sándor Bálint and Zsuzsanna Erdélyi set up a collection of folk religiousness at 
the Christian Museum in Esztergom. Many country museums around Hungary 
also have good collections. Sándor Bálint’s personal collection (of booklets, small 
sacred images, pictures, sculptures, etc.) went to the Ferenc Móra Museum in 
Szeged. The oldest Benedictine monastery in Hungary, Pannonhalma, has built 
up a valuable collection, too. Most of the diocesan museums in the episcopal cen-
tres have collections of folk religiousness. Museums of Mary were established at 
Gyula and Petőfiszállás. A few rich private collections are also known. The past 
decades have seen several exhibitions of religious objects.157 In May 2004 a rep-
resentative exhibition presented the century-old relations between Hungary and 
Mariazell.158
150  Frauhammer 1999.
151  Tenke (ed) 1999–2001.
152  Kuncze 1885.
153  Gohl 1912, Bálint—Barna 1994 passim.
154  Sólymos 2002.
155  Sólymos 2000, Sólymos 2002.
156  Varga 1969, 1970 and 1973.
157  E.g. ‘Patrona Hungariae. The worship of Mary in art and folk tradition’ (Csorna, 2000); Relics of 
religious life in the Kiskunság (Kiskunfélegyháza, 2000).
158  Kiscelli Museum, Budapest.
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University education in religious ethnology
Ethnology really came of age when it became part of the university curriculum 
in 1929—finally, the discipline had earned academic recognition. The task of uni-
versity ethnology departments has been, and is, the education of scholars and the 
provision and development of research facilities. Szeged University is the main 
centre for training in religious ethnology, but the universities of Debrecen, Buda-
pest and recently Pécs also offer courses in this field.
In the second term of the academic year 1933–1934 privat docent Elemér 
Schwartz gave a course (one lecture a week) entitled ‘Religious ethnology’.159 
 Sándor Bálint gave lecture series on the ‘Religious ethnology of the Great Plain’ 
in the academic years 1935–1937 and one on the ‘Ethnology of pilgrimages in 
the Great Plain’ in 1937–1938. In 1939 he included in his syllabus a lecture on 
the ‘Ethnology of Szeged’— a topic he studied with a strong sense of vocation 
and attaching great importance to the religious aspects. In the inter-war decades 
the theological colleges and university faculties recognised the value of religious 
ethnology in pastoral theology. The Sárospatak Calvinist Theological Academy 
was the first to include it in the curriculum of modern pastor training. On the 
Catholic side, religious ethnology was adopted by the Benedictine College at 
 Pannonhalma, the Franciscan School of Theology at Gyöngyös, the Central Semi-
nary in Budapest, and the Jesuit Theological College of the Csanád Diocese in 
Szeged. Sándor Bálint taught at the latter establishment.160 Today, only the Roman 
Catholic College of Theology of Pécs offers courses in religious  ethnology.
For decades after the 1950s, teaching ethnology of religion in Hungary was 
simply out of the question. As far as we are aware, religious ethnological courses 
first became available in the 1980s in Budapest, later in Debrecen and, as from 
1993, in Szeged. The Department of Hungarian Ethnology and  Cultural Anthro-
pology at the Babes-Bolyai University in Cluj also has training and research 
in religious ethnology. A number of religious-ethnological theses have since 
been written at Cluj and guest lecturers from Hungary have given courses on 
related topics.161 Religious-ethnological research, which is the main area of 
expertise of the Department of Ethnology at Szeged University, is founded 
on the work of Sándor Bálint. In 1998 the department launched a programme 
offering a degree in religious ethnology. The eight-term programme offers the 
following courses: 1) Introduction to the ethnology/anthropology of religion; 
2) The  Hungarian/European/American research history of religious ethnology; 
3)  Ethnology of religion: the sources, source criticism, research methodology; 4) 
Ethnology of religion I: organising space in religious folk life; 5) Ethnology of 
religion II: organising time in religious folk life; 6) Ethnology of religion III: com-
munity organisation in religious folk life; 7) Ethnology of religion IV: religious 
159  ‘A néprajz a magyar egyetemeken’ [Ethnology in Hungarian universities] Ethnographia XLV. 88. 
87–88.
160  Bálint 1987, 19.
161  In January 1996 the author of this summary gave a condensed course on the research of pilgrimage.
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thinking, religious mentality; 8) Thesis seminar.162 Since the 1990s a great many 
theses have been written on religious-ethnological topics, such as pilgrimage, a 
morality play, a Calvinist congregation, a Marian Society, Sándor Bálint’s collec-
tion of religious booklets, the letters from Heaven, the Rastafarian subcultural 
group, the religious life of the Banat Germans, the symbolic customs of an ecu-
menical school, the priest’s wedding custom and the everyday life of a rosary 
society.163
Approach, definition, interpretation
A branch within ethnology, the ethnology of religion places great emphasis on its 
independent outlook and methodology. ‘It is a special, separate branch of learn-
ing that came into being at the intersection of various disciplines,’  Sándor Bálint 
wrote.164 ‘It endeavours to study the reaction of the peasant soul to  Catholic 
precepts’,165 and all the varieties of local religious practice. The Church ‘[...] did 
not eliminate the ancient traditions of the peoples who espoused Christianity 
[...] but merely transformed and sanctified these traditions [...]’.166 Any previous 
religious phenomena became survival phenomena.167 Even in his later works 
Sándor Bálint stuck with this liturgical approach. He was interested in the past 
and present ways of inculturation, the religious culture that emerged in its wake 
and all about its historical layers. This approach has made a comeback in recent 
research.168
The fact that very little progress has been made on the theoretical front in reli-
gious ethnological research in the past century can be put down to Hungary’s 
political/ideological oppression. In recent decades thematic expansion enjoyed 
higher priority than theoretical renewal. Several comprehensive works were pub-
lished in the past decades on the research of hierarchical, dogmatic religions and 
the folk/popular elements and practices of Christianity. The most comprehensive 
of all was Sándor Bálint’s research history overview written in 1948 and not pub-
lished until 1987.169 Other scholars have since written summary overviews of the 
most significant findings of religious-ethnological research.170
Emerging out of Eliade’s and van Gennep’s concepts of the sacralisation of 
space, religious ecology was introduced in the 1990s.171 Historical anthropol-
162  Course leader: Dr Gábor Barna.
163  Cf. Barna 2004, 373–378.
164  Bálint refers here to Hans Koren (1936) and Georg Schreiber (1933) and the Hungarian Elemér 
Schwartz (1934) and Géza Karsai (1937).
165  Bálint 1938, 14.
166  Bálint 1938, 14–15.
167  Bálint 1938, 10.
168  PhD thesis by Dániel Bárth.
169  Bálint 1987.
170  Bartha 1980; Tüskés 1981, 1982 and 1986; Barna 1990 and 1997; Bartha 1998.
171  Bartha 1992.
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ogy has since entered the scene, bringing in completely new source types.172 The 
theory of rites is undergoing transformation inspired by folkloristics.173 The inter-
pretation of sacred communication based on folk prayers has afforded many 
important recognitions.174 The research of popular religious literature, too, has 
its roots in folkloristics, as does the study of printed texts175 and country printing 
presses,176 the analysis of certain genres and specific groups of texts.177 Numer-
ous studies have been published on leading individuals and eminent figures in 
religious folk life.178 The formative influence of religion on group and individual 
identity and the cohesive force of the symbolic community have attracted much 
scholarly interest recently.179
Inspired by German research, the approach developed by Gábor Tüskés and 
Éva Knapp is of special interest. They perceive religiousness as part of the cul-
tural system, as the culmination of, the guiding force behind, and the index of, all 
socio-cultural behaviour and activity and all the different social and cultural pro-
cesses.180 In addition to its multiple integrative function, religiousness assumes 
a key role in the organisation of everyday life, in the co-ordination and legitimi-
sation of social relations, and in mediating culture, ethic norms and value sys-
tems.181 The various social, political and cultural processes frequently appeared 
in a religious guise in the 17th and 18th centuries.
There is no such thing as a clearly definable, closed system of independent 
beliefs constituting a ‘folk religion’ that is independent from the religious mani-
festations of the ecclesiastical and secular ruling classes. Consequently, modern 
research prefers to use the term folk religiousness instead of folk religion. At any 
one point in time and space, in the same social group, in addition to the iden-
tical forms, there will always be a whole variety of transitional forms and dif-
ferences in degree and interactions in and between the religious practices of the 
ecclesiastical and lay strata of that group. Gábor Tüskés and Éva Knapp focus 
on the baroque era—its religious literature, confraternity life, pilgrimages, and 
forms of image-worship. Their researches tread the borderland of literary history 
and social history and they refuse to consider the research of religiousness in 
 isolation.
The study of small denominations and sects has added colour to the research 
in Hungary. Such religious phenomena bear comparison with the mediaeval her-
etic movements. These neo-Protestant denominations were established from the 
18th century onwards by the masses increasingly alienated from the consolidated, 




175  For a comprehensive survey see Lengyel Ágnes 1999.
176  Pogány 1959, Antalóczy 1986.
177  Ilona Nagy, Bernadett Papp, György Orosz 
178  Gunda 1998, Barna 1998.
179  Barna 1997, Pusztai 1996, Pusztai (ed) 1999, Hannonen—Lönnqvist—Barna 2001.




unbending Reformed churches. Their proliferation today is facilitated by reli-
gious legislation in Hungary.
An overview of religiousness in Hungary will help better understand the 
above history of research. Language has preserved much of the historical lay-
ers of Hungarian religious life. The pre-Christian layers of the vocabulary of the 
Hungarian language attest to a religion of high moral standards.182 This perhaps 
accounts for the relatively fast Christianisation of the Magyars in the 10th and 
11th centuries. Although Eastern Christianity was present in the 11th century and 
for some time after, the Magyars primarily opted for Western Christianity. Con-
sequently, worship trends were imported from the west or by western media-
tion. Between the 11th and the 15th centuries Hungary developed parallel with 
the rest of Western and Central Europe. The territorial arrangement of the dio-
ceses evolved at that time. The country saw the spread of the monastic orders 
which not only represented various trends of mentality but also imported many 
achievements of civilisation.
The 16th century was a period of deterioration, due partly to the rift caused 
by the Reformation and partly to occupation by Islam. The rapid spread of the 
Reformation was facilitated by power relations, the moral weakness of the medi-
aeval Church, people’s devotional needs, material interests, and the promotion 
of vernacular culture.183 Seventy to eighty per cent of Hungary’s population 
converted to Protestantism. During the Reformation the Hungarians became 
chiefly  Calvinists, while most of the minority Germans and Slovaks adopted the 
Lutheran faith. The anti-Trinitarian (Unitarian) church emerged in Transylva-
nia in the 16th century. Protestantism in Transylvania essentially became the state 
religion.184
From the 16th century onwards Hungary’s affiliations to the Habsburg dynasty 
led to the simple adoption of Catholic religious practices. The influence of Islam 
(Ottoman Empire) and the presence of Orthodoxy in the Balkans gave rise to 
some peculiar cults (e.g. Our Lady dressed in the Sun, Our Lady of Loreto, etc.). 
Hungary’s mediaeval ecclesiastical objects were almost completely destroyed 
during the Turkish occupation (16th and 17th centuries) and the Reformation. The 
Catholic Hungarians in the occupied territories were for the most part left with-
out priests. To remedy the problem, licentiates were set up around Hungary, 
which enabled lay followers to have a say in religious administration.185
The Counter-Reformation took place not simply on a national basis, but 
under the guidance of the new monastic orders, the Viennese imperial court 
and the Hungarian prelacy loyal to the court. The outcome was that by the latter 
half of the 18th century Hungary once again became a Catholic-majority country. 
One major source of Catholicisation was the imported population of (primarily) 
Catholic Germans. The sporadic coexistence of Catholic and Protestant religious 
182  Vargyas 1984, pp. 143–144.
183  Kósa 1990, 448.
184  Cf. Kósa 1990.
185  Juhász 1920, Sávai 1997.
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phenomena apart, Catholic lay religiousness was to a greater extent character-
ised by separation.186 Individualisation and embourgeoisment in the Calvinist 
communities was faster and more intensive. The injunctions of the Council of 
Trent took effect with significant discrepancies in time and space, and the reli-
gious practices of the Counter-Reformation spread selectively and with consid-
erable delays and regional differences. The worship of Mary was to become the 
single national cult that spread in every level of society, and to a certain degree 
it restricted the differentiation of the worship of saints. The Habsburg dynasty 
thwarted the emergence of a national centre of worship and, for the most part, 
the ecclesiastical objects that were taken out of Hungary were deprived of their 
national character, too.187
The richness in the forms of worship of saints, pilgrimages, confraternities 
and the formal diversity of religious feasts diminished towards the eastern parts 
of the country and was far more modest than in Austria or southern Germany. 
This was largely due to the presence of Calvinism in the eastern parts of the 
 Carpathian Basin and east of the Danube, and the predominance of Orthodoxy 
and Calvinism in Transylvania. However, Catholic religiousness in the eastern 
parts of Hungary preserved many archaic features and developed unique new 
ones in protection of its (licentiate) religious traditions—and for fear of heresy. 
Due to the tripartition of Hungary, regional peculiarities and denominational 
differences were typical in the Catholic areas, too.188 It can said that West and 
North Hungary were preponderantly Catholic, the Great Plain and  Transylvania 
 Protestant.  Following the heretic movements of the Middle Ages and the 
 Reformation period, the small neo-Protestant denominations spread in the 19th 
century: Nazarenes, Baptists, Adventists and Methodists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, 
and others.189









186  Tüskés—Knapp 2001, 23.
187  Tüskés—Knapp 2001, 23.
188  Tüskés—Knapp 2001, 23.
189  Szigeti 1990.
190  Karner 1931, 5.
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The great religious upswing of the turn of the 20th century and the first half of the 
20th century was crushed by the anti-Church communist dictatorship.  Hungary 
underwent rapid secularisation in the 1970s and 1980s. After the political trans-
formation in the 1990s the old establishments and religious forms made a come-
back, and at the same time globalisation contributed to the expansion of the ‘reli-
gion market’. Alongside the small neo-Protestant denominations, a number of 
oriental religions (Buddhism, Krishnaism, esoteric beliefs, etc.) entered the scene. 
Although Hungary has remained a Christian (Catholic and Protestant) country, 
future research will have to account for all the new religions in the form of a syn-
cretic approach.
This overview has endeavoured to give a brief account of a wide range of 
research, illuminating insights, and extensive publications. It has to be stressed, 
however, that almost all of the results are individual achievements. Hungary 
almost entirely lacks the adequate institutional background for the systematic 
research—ethnological or other—of religious life. Only recently has religious eth-
nological training become available at university level (Szeged). Hungary lacks 
the institutional conditions for interdisciplinary co-operation and does not have 
a research institute for religious studies. Setting up such an establishment for 
the co-ordination of religious ethnological research in Hungary is one of the key 
tasks for the coming years. Important, too, is the systematic exploration and pro-
cessing of the various sources of religious life, that is, making the source material 
available for research. Only then can the Hungarian peculiarities of lay religious-
ness be put into European and historical contexts.
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